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I'm showcasing the three cards I created with this Pop Up Gate Fold design. The tutorial refers to 
the card using the Irresistible Blooms Suite.

Make Your Cuts:

Cut a cardstock card base 4 1/4" x 11".  Score at 2 3/4", 5", 6", and 8 1/4" on the long side.•
Cut a cardstock belly bamd 1 1/4" x 11".•

Decide on your card front Focal point and prepare your elements. For the Irresistible Blooms card 
above, I used a 3" stitched circle that is die cut with Stitched Circle Dies. I used a 2 1/2" die cut 
Stitched Circle for the inside focal point sentiment layer.
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Basic White Cardstock Dimensions:  Use the following dimensions if you want to use 1/8" mat 
layers as I did in my cards. If not, go straight to the patterned paper dimensions.

Cut 4 Basic White layers 2 5/8 x 4 1/8. These are for the card front and inside right and left 
panels.

•

Cut two Basic White layers 2 1/8 x 4 1/8. These are for the center larger inside layers.•
Cut one Basic White layer 7/8 x 4 1/8. This is for the inside center layer.•

Patterned Paper Layers:

Cut two patterned paper layers for the card front panels at 2 1/2" x 4"•
Cut two patterned paper layers 2 x 4 for the inside center panels.•
Cut one pattterned paper layer 3/4" x 4" for the inside center panel.•

NOTE:

Cut two Basic White layers 2 1/2" x 4". These are for the inside left and right panels. This is if 
you're not using the thin mat layers noted above.

•

Assemble the card:

Fold the left flap toward the center of the card base, fold to the back on the next score line, 
fold to the back on the 3rd score line and fold the last score line toward the center of the card 
base. See the photo below.

•

If you're using the 1/8" cut mat Basic White layers, attach them to the card panels: Adhere 
the four larger layers to both the inside and outside end panels of the card base - Adhere the 
last two layers to the inside center panels, and finally, adhere the small 7/8" x 4 1/8" Basic 
White layer to the center of the inside.

•

Adhere the Designer Series Paper layers as follows:  Attach the two larger layers to the card •
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front panels - attach the next smaller layers to the inside center card base panels, and finally, 
attach the small patterned paper layer to the inside center panel.  You can use the Basic 
White layers in the "Notes" section above for your inside end panels.
See photos below:•

Assemble the Belly Band:

When you assemble the belly band, wrap it around the card from back to front. It’s a ltitle 
shorter than the width of the card, but you’ll cover the small gap with your card front focal 
point layer.

•

Remember to put your adhesive onto the belly band, them attach your focal point layer. •

Assemble and Attach the the Focal Point Front and inside:

For the Irresistible Blooms card I featured here, I used a Basic White 3" Stitched Circle, 
stamped my sentiment with Blushing Bride ink, attached die cut flowers from the Hello 
Irresistible Designer Series Paper to the circle, and added a few embellishments.

•
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For the inside pop up sentiment circle, I used a 2 1/2" Stitched Circle, stamped the sentiment 
and embellished with some die cut leaves.

•

When I attached the inside sentiment circle to the 1" layer, I put my adhesive in the center of 
the citcle. This will ensure the circle pops up.

•

All done!

Please reach out to me with any quesitons.

Be sure to check in on the Video Tutorial where you can create this card along with me. Click on 
the Video Link below.

Video Tutorial:  https://youtu.be/gVt_54Y_6Ak

 

Thank you for stopping by.

Debbie
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Irresistible Blooms 
Bundle (English) - 

161150

Price: $54.00

Framed Florets 
Photopolymer 

Stamp Set 
(English) - 161815

Price: $23.00

Layering Circles 
Dies - 151770

Price: $35.00

Hello, Irresistible 
6" X 6" (15.2 X 

15.2 Cm) Designer 
Series Paper - 

161139

Price: $12.50

Basic White 8-1/2" 
X 11" Cardstock - 

159276

Price: $10.25

Blushing Bride 8-
1/2" X 11" 

Cardstock - 
131198

Price: $9.25

Blushing Bride 
Classic Stampin' 

Pad - 147100

Sale: $6.40

Price: $8.00

Loose Frosted 
Dots - 161153

Price: $8.00

Paper Trimmer - 
152392

Price: $25.00

Multipurpose 
Liquid Glue - 

110755

Price: $4.00

Stampin' 
Dimensionals - 

104430

Price: $4.25
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